Opposites Apples

Match.

tall-young-rich-fat-ugly-
small-wet-cool-sad-inside-
short-old-in-clean-safe-

old, beautiful, long, thin, out, warm, poor, short, outside, dirty, new, dry, dangerous, happy, large,

fast-cheap-full-wide-tiny-
clever-boring-strong-good-thick-
asleep-energetic-sick-neat-warm-

big, stupid, slow, thin, inside, empty, expensive, bad, messy, interesting, weak, healthy, cool, awake, tired, narrow

Write the opposite.

1. The weather isn’t hot today. It’s _______.
2. I forgot my umbrella. My clothes are _______.
3. The man just won the lottery. He is _______.
4. I don’t like this book. It’s _________________.
5. My bedroom is tidy. It isn’t _______ anymore.
6. Don’t make __________ mistakes. Be clever!
7. Our street isn’t wide. It is very ___________.
8. The bottle is empty. A while ago it was _______.
9. You don’t look weak. You look _______.
10. My friend is always energetic but I am _______.

1. His shoes are so dirty. My shoes are _______.
2. Maria is a _______ girl but I am very short.
3. This present is cheap. I don’t buy________ gifts.
4. I am rather fat. I dream to become ____ again.
5. The turtle is slow but the cheetah is _______.
6. It’s cold inside but it’s warm _______________.
7. My grandpa isn’t a young man. He’s ________
8. Be careful in the zoo! Lions are very _______.
9. My English book is thick. My math is _______.
10. Eat healthy food! You won’t get _______.
Key

1. Clean
2. Tall
3. Expensive
4. Thin
5. Fast
6. Outside
7. Old
8. Dangerous
9. Thin
10. Sick

An apple a day keeps the doctor away
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